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About This Game

An asteroid falls on Earth and scientists discover life in it, that life was put into the capsule for tests with radiation, in 6 hours
the strange thing grew and can be identified as a huge eye, in 12 hours it had already grown 6 times and one terrible radiation

accident happens by releasing a virus and contaminating the laboratory, somehow the radiation has escaped and now it is up to a
mercenary to solve the situation by killing the evil thing.

* Choose the best character out of four with unique abilities to complete the areas.
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* Use dozens of weapons with unique attributes between historical and current with original sounds.

* Pass through over 20 puzzle-infested areas and zombies to get to the lab.
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* Try to survive as long as possible in "survive" mode.

Have fun in retro nostalgic gameplay!

SAVE THE WORLD!!!!!
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Title: PIXEL ZUMBI
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Amilton Neves
Publisher:
Mamilos Club Studios
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 2000 or higher

Processor: 1.60GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256MB or higher

Storage: 210 MB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian,French
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Ha ha ha ha...
Did you REALLY think it was OVER!?!?

I mean, we haven't even done the Special Thanks yet...
Ready? Let's end all of this for good!. Not sure if I wan't to give this an up thumb or down thumb. The game seems
cool and is fun for how cheap I got it but it's real buggy, I get no sound and now subtitles appear only some of the time.
(win7) Ill go with a up thumb incase its just my system thats having issues but buyer beware. Don't think I would
spend more than 5 bucks on it even if the sound was working right , looks like it would have been a great game in the
90's.. Not much to do, and the gameplay with crafting is very slow and grindy. Might be better if you play it without,
but I didn't.. I was a little apprehensive about buying this for 5$ because a lot of quiz games on steam are pretty bad
but I liked the look so I gave it a try. I must say I was not disappointed.

This game was funny with nice art and enjoyable music. The questions were a nice mix of difficulties with some trick
questions. The characters are awesome and their reactions are priceless. I love how their looks and reactions line up
with the quiz category they represent.

Features I really liked was the way you could pick your subjects in order of your chosing because it gets harder with
each opponent. So you should start with subjects you are worst at.
Also liked that you could back out of a quiz whenever you liked. So you don't have to finish it if you are doing poorly
and wouldn't get an A. Although a quick restart button here would be appreciated so you don't have to go back to the
room to pick characters each time.

What I didn't like was how slow it can be. For example at the end of a quiz you have to sit through some extra dialogue
and clicking. And yes, it was funny, but after reading it one time that's enough, so a skip button here would be
appreciated also.
But all by all it wasn't as slow as some other games I've played.

I also didn't love the "boss" being economics, business and politics but that's just because I'm so horrible at that
subject.

The devs should do an extra spell\/question check though. But I have to say the English was very good. Just some small
spelling mistakes and some questions that were the same but worded differently.

Overall I loved this game a lot. It is one of the most enjoyable quiz games on steam I have played so far. I didn't even
mind the extra Indonesian knowledge quiz cause the charachter was so friendly and funny and it was interesting.

ps: all achievements work. Being a man of more than a few years I remember and loved the old Sentinel. Although
feeling a bit striped down and a slight change to the rules, it has not lost the tension and occasional frantic activity.
This is one of those rare, simple but great games. Recommended to all those puzzle lovers who enjoy a bit of tension.
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Before you buy, this is my impression of the game.

You have to manually set the buttons on the configuration menu at the game launcher for your coresponding controller. Also,
somehow the game won't even detect left and right trigger button for Xbox One controller.

No mouse support, playing with keyboard only is a chore for this game. Don't even bother to buy this game if you don't have or
don't want to play with controller only.

Frequent crash to desktop on Windows 10, I don't know for the other Windows version.
I play it like 5 minutes, it's already crash.

I found the temporary solution for the crash. You have to disable or end task any "monitor\/keyboard touch application or
software" (like TipTap some ppl called them),

Gameplay wise, let's just called it RPGTD. Tower defense like game, with some RPG element of progression.
Game is kind of interesting and fun to play because of the RPG elements on it and bring some fresh elements to TD game. It's
introduce dynamic city defense system, your city has 4 zone layers which each of them can be turn 360 degree. Kind of cool
concept there.

Oh, do yourself a favor, use Japanese Voice. The voice act for English voice, like any other Japanese port game, is not so good.

7.5\/10 "There is no Quit Game button ". Unique movement physics make this a really interesting variation on the meatboylike
subgenre. It has some tricky jumps pretty early on, which is nice.. Can somebody buy Kryxxx & LOL Catz profile background?.
10\/10 (played in VR)
Wow! What a brilliant game! This is for the player who wants a management sim where they can examine all of thier inputs and
outputs. One tiny new purchase sets everything out of balance. There is massive replayability here, and this is well worth your
hard-earned.
DEVELOPERS: need to match rate of increase of resources to the item descriptions. If the unit says it will produce +2 fresh air,
and the information says it actually produces +0.13, this is confusing for my poor brain. No biggy. Just a tip to improve this
game in future patch maybe.. Easily the best VR game I have ever played, the writing was hilarious and the twists were amazing.
Buy it.. A rather short game I picked up for $2.00 while it was on sale. The price by default is a little steep, so if you get it I'd
recommend getting it on sale. The gameplay reminded me of Marble Saga: Kororinpa for the Wii, and that pretty much sold the
game for me. Controls very similar to that game as well, gave some nostalgia. After you clear all the levels, you get a level
creator that I think could benefit a lot more from Steam Workshop integration. Lots of fun mechanics and levels, especially the
last world.. Crashes afetr a minute in game

Linux version in tests!:
We are working to run on Linux, and taking to announce that we have 4 more achievements added. There were other simple
bugfixes in the code.

See you later.... 1.1.0 Update:
V1.1.0

[~] Title has been modified.
[~] Minimap has been modified.
[~] Charging screen had code changed to improve loading and appear faster.
[~] Epilepsy warning screen goes out in 10 seconds or when you press a key.
[~] Changed power bar of bosses, the colors are according to the amount of HP.
[~] Changed the behavior of glass shards.
[~] We improved performance, so the recommended requirements were updated.

[+] Added final boss, Dr Taylor is now the final boss of the game.
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[+] Added cheats.
[+] Added "Demon Bat". A kind of puppy of the evil thing that flies.

[-] We remove the hardware information from the loading screen.

[!] To use cheats, at some stage press ", in the box that appears on the screen enter for example "drtaylorbattle" without quotes,
after that die somehow, upon arriving at the level selection screen, all until Dr Taylor should be released.

[!] Dr Taylor's stage will only appear after you exit and enter the level selection screen. This is due to an engine mechanic to
prevent your save game being deleted.

. Save 85% on "Pixel Zumbi" on Steam:
Enjoy ... Tell your friends ... . Update 1.0.1:
New Archievement!

Furious Killer
kill 500 zombies.

Determined to the mission
Kill 1000 zombies.

Best mercenary
Kill 2000 zombies.

Changes:

[add] Archievement +3.
[add] Zombies kill count in levels screen.

[fix] Infected blood archievement has been repaired.
[fix] 300 zombies archievement has been repaired.
[fix] The system did not progress by defeating the final boss.
[fix] Percentage now counts several made in the game.
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Save the world!!! . Steam archievements are in the planning!:
We are in the test phase of the steam conquests and as soon as possible we will make them functional.

. Achievements are available!:
Now you can go in search of the achievements steam in the pixel zumbi. Gradually we will add more.

v1.0.0
[edit] We made some simple bugfixes in the code.
[add] Game integrated into steamworks to provide achievements.. Update in progress.:
V1.1.0

Hello mercenary, we are working on improvements to the game, You will see in the next few weeks the hard to kill Dr Taylor.

Dr. Taylor, is the head of the monitoring project of the evil thing.
He will not like it if you spoil his project.

We will also release fixes for the Linux version under test and new steam achievements.

Also we will deliver some cheats one of them will take you directly to the room of the Dr.Taylor the last boss of "Pixel Zumbi".
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